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Mental Models for English: Years 6-12

Mental Models for English
This workbook contains examples of mental models that teachers in the middle
years to secondary school can use in explaining English concepts.
The following information, taken from Understanding Learning: the How, the Why,
the What by Dr Ruby K. Payne, explains the characteristics and purposes of mental
models.
Mental models are how the mind holds abstract information, i.e.
information that has no sensory representation.

•

All subject areas or disciplines have their own blueprint or mental
models.

•

Mental models tell us what is and is not important in a discipline.
They help the mind to sort.

•

Mental models often explain the “why” of things working the way
they do.

•

Mental models tell the purposes, structures and patterns of a
discipline.

•

Mental models are held in the mind as two-dimensional pictures,
movements, stories or analogies.

•

Mental models “collapse” the amount of time it takes to teach/
learn something.

•

Mental models of a discipline are contained within the curriculum.
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•
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Mental models tell the purpose, structure and patterns of a discipline;
English is about communicating.

viii

Purpose of
English

To use structure and language to communicate

Structures

Literary genres (poetry, drama, fiction, nonfiction, etc.)
Syntax of language (grammar)
Written structures (persuasive, narrative, etc.)
Phonemic structures of language (decoding)
Word meaning (vocabulary)
Written conventions of language (punctuation, spelling, etc.)
Oral structures of language (speechmaking, dialogue, etc.)
Structures of media (advertising, filmmaking, etc.)
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Patterns
(partial listing)

Literary structural patterns (characterisation, story structure, point of
view, etc.)
Literary word patterns (rhythm, alliteration, etc.)
Grammatical patterns (adverbial phrases, clauses, etc.)
Logic and proof in written and oral persuasion
Development of thesis and patterns of written text
Patterns in use of conventions, spelling, etc.
Word-meaning patterns (root words, suffixes, verb tenses, etc.)
Patterns in decoding (blends, diphthongs, short and long vowels, etc.)
Patterns in spelling
Common advertising appeals
Source: Learning Structures by Ruby K. Payne, 2005, p. 108
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Mental models generally involve four types:
pictures, movements, stories and analogies.
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I. Pictorial Mental Models
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II. Movement Mental Models
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Many of the mental models contained in this workbook are two-dimensional
drawings of three-dimensional (or abstract) concepts. Pictorial mental models
enable the reader to grasp the concept and the instructor to explain it in less time
than would be required through oral instructions alone.
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Movements that help a learner to better understand or remember a concept
can be mental models. If, for example, students move their hands to resemble the
up-and-down motion of iambic pentameter, this would be a movement mental
model.
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III. Story Mental Models

©

Story mental models can range from cartoons that explain one concept or
vocabulary word to chapter books that illustrate many related and interrelated
concepts and generalisations. Several of the mental models in this workbook follow
the story format, specifically that of cartoons.

Example of pictorial and story mental models:

The name of the red herring fallacy originated from the sport of fox hunting
when a dried, smoked (red) herring was dragged across the trail of the fox
to distract the hounds from the scent. A “red herring” argument, therefore,
is one that distracts the reader or listener from the issue at hand through the
introduction of an irrelevant topic. Red herring arguments occur frequently
during debates when it’s easy to lose track of the main topic.
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IV.

Analogy Mental Models

Leaves (appearance)

An example of an analogy mental
model is the comparison of parts
of a tree to elements of character
development in literature.

Twigs (details)
Branches (actions)
Bark (challenges/hardships)
Inner trunk (fears)
Soil (location)
Roots (family/background)

Mental Models – the Ultimate Goal
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The ultimate goal when working with mental models is for students to develop their
own effective, personal mental models. Here is a step sheet to guide students in
their progress.
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Step Sheet for Student Development of Mental Models
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1. Highlight or write out the concept for which you will develop a mental
model.
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2. Decide which type of mental model would be most effective for
explaining the concept: pictorial, movement, story, analogy.
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3. Take your time to develop your mental model in your mind.
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4. Sketch, draw or explain in a story your mental model.
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5. Assess each component for efficiency, accuracy and clarity.
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6. Revise your mental model as your understanding of the concept
grows.

x
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Mental Model for Writer’s Purpose
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A four-door
sedan is
practical and
carries more
people,
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Each structure has advantages and
disadvantages.
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it isn’t cool.
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A sports car is fast,
cool and handy,
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insurance rates are
high, and it has
limited room.

A utility vehicle is cool and
carries lots of stuff,

but

it’s hard to park and won’t
hold a lot of people.

A racing car runs fast,

but

it uses a great deal of fuel, and
it isn’t practical for the road.
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The Purpose of English

Short stories are easy to follow,
and they can build suspense,
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Poetry can evoke emotion
and create beautiful images,
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they tend to be predictable
and have a limited plot.
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it can be difficult to
understand and interpret.
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Television sitcoms, TV game
shows, soap operas and movies
can be entertaining,
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they have limited plot and can
be predictable.
Drama can be
entertaining,

but it can be confusing

to read and hard to follow.
Biographies and
autobiographies can help you
understand another person,
motivate and entertain,

but they have limited plot

and often limited characters.
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Mental Model for Literary Devices – Literary Elements,
Literary Techniques and Literary Vocabulary

Literary devices: Literary elements and literary techniques are literary devices.
Literary elements: characteristics of a text. For example, every story has a theme, a
setting and a conflict, and it is written from a particular point of view.

Literary techniques: a specific, deliberate construction of language that a writer
uses to convey meaning

Literary or vocabulary terms: the words themselves.
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Mental Models for Genre
Genre Mental Model #1

From the Latin word genus (meaning “type”)
we get the words:
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(two “types” of human beings)
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1. Gender

Female

2. Genre
(“types” of literature)
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Male

Poetry, novels, short stories, biographies, fiction,
autobiographies, movies, sitcoms, drama, myths, legends,
science fiction, fantasy, folk tales, mystery, historical fiction
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Genre Mental Model #2

Legends

Mitsubishi

Mysteries

Historical fiction

Mythology
Movies, sitcoms

Chevrolet

Poetry
Drama

Porsche
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Biographies
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That’s OK. I won’t
read anything but
auto-biographies,
including Ford’s.
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I must
warn you, I
won’t drive
anything
but a Ford.
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Autobiographies
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Mental Models for Characterisation
Characterisation is the writer’s means of conveying a character’s beliefs,
personality, virtues, history, values, physical appearance, etc.
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Characterisation
Mental Model #1

Leaves (appearance)
Twigs (details)
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Characterisation Mental Model #2

Branches (actions)
Bark (challenges/hardships)
Inner trunk (fears)
Soil (location)
Roots (family/background)
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